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CONVERSATIONS

Skype

<System> (whispers): Welcome!
There’s a lot of romance through 
messenger
The analogy to orgy is very interesting
Social time is time spent together in 
which virtual and real get together, are a 
constant interplay of different interfaces 

Virtual Values
- - -ISSUE #3Virtual Values- - -The absence of legal contracts and often precarious economic realities in artistic and self-organized work compromise the stability of working-relationships. But precisely because of its instable nature, self-organized work can allow us to re-negotiate some important questions: which agreements do we want to establish with each other and how much room do we have to create and negotiate them? What degree of openness and reflection about how we conduct our relations do we allow ourselves/ can we afford? To what extent do these agreements define our relations to each other, and therefore the ethics of our work?- - -
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[14:17] <System> whispers: Welcome to ARSC Really Simple Chat![14:17] <System> whispers: please fill in your user-profile on the website (after login) http://www.think-tank.nl so that all visitors of the chat can view background informartion about each other[14:17] User HB enters the room Free For All.[14:18] <m7red> mine is red [14:18] <m7red> this type of red[14:18] <jeanneworks> i stay black than[14:18] <HB> Hello from Bianca and Huib [14:18] <sandra> hello[14:19] <inga> Welcome, we are ready. May I ask everybody to introduce themselves with a few lines. What's your name, occupation, wher are you? Your interest?[14:19] <alaska> hi, this is alaska/elske in green[14:20] <inga> Roé, visual artist, father, 39 in Amsterdam[14:20] <jeanneworks> jeanne, artist, writing to you from Odense, Denmark[14:21] User alaska leaves the room Free For All.[14:21] <sandra> Sandra (Fokky), Jan van Eyck researcher, mother :) in Rotterdam[14:21] <m7red> m7red architects buenos aires[14:21] <inga> I am Inga, who initiated this project because of my interest to think with others about the possibility of creating a groupware to support collaborative work[14:21] <kim> hi i am kim, media designer, rotterdam[14:22] <inga> Kim has been with us during the last days ;)[14:22] <sandra> Kim de Groot? from Piet Zwart?[14:22] <HB> Huib: advisor visual art for the government and public buildings (not as heavy as it sounds); Bianca: text writer[14:22] <kim> jep from piet zwart[14:22] <sandra> ok :)[14:23] <inga> Some times we've had problems with the program we are using now. If there is too much delay, we will have to move back to using skype. Sorry for the inconvenience. In case there are any problems, write slash redcard slash, like this: [14:23] <inga>  [14:24] <inga> Roe and me decided to share one voice now, so we are purple.[14:24] <kim> it looks like there is delay my browser is thinking hard..![14:26] <schrat> henrik schrat, from Berlin, artist, writer, curator...[14:26] <schrat> special interest in organisations and economy
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22.02.06 14:47Mauricio Corbalanwe need certain critical mass of thougths to begin to think22.02.06 14:47kimi have a question...? to jeanne and others, how do you think physical communication and spending time together can benefit from new digital tools? how can they become a third kind of communication, both physical and digital when mixed together? any experience in doing that?22.02.06 14:48Mauricio Corbalanwell we work room by room and we are thinking trough messenger, it's a technique to think...is like to stay in different places being in the same houseto make an artificial situation22.02.06 14:50...Roe: I like more sitting with you (Inga) in a cafe knowing that there are a lot of people around (that's quiet romantic)22.02.06 14:50Mauricio Corbalanit's a different technique...you can get the gesturesthat is a lot of info22.02.06 14:51Inga ZimprichInga: But it is similar, no? It points at your ability to create an intimate personal space within surroundings. Whether it is a physically connected surrounding, or maybe also remote places, which you connect to getting very close to each other through for example personal intimacy22.02.06 14:53Think Tankvalue is gained through time dedication. The more time you invest, the more value.22.02.06 14:53Sandra Fauconnieri see digital tools as an extra layer - they have their own conventions and intimacy if you want22.02.06 14:53jeanneworksI think as a means of mediating a different set of communication values digitals tools can be very helpful, especially as they are placed in a real setting.22.02.06 14:54Inga ZimprichInga: It depends on who appreciates / shares / receives your time. It is a negotiable value. Isn't it?22.02.06 14:54...Roe: It is true, it is connected to time, but not necessarily to quantity of time22.02.06 14:55Think Tankthere always needs to be a real place where you can apply the experience gained from virtual experience22.02.06 14:56Mauricio Corbalanthe virtual experience is real22.02.06 14:56henrikschratI don't really believe in this physical presence thing... I like to sit around with friends, but would say I do that two times a week while writing on average 50 content mails a day - that's much more important22.02.06 14:57Inga Zimprichrelating to "there always needs to be a real place where you can apply the experience gained from virtual experience" by Thinktank: And the other way around. Why I invited you is because I would like to investigate your experience of real-time sense-making / communication and ask about how / whether the awareness of these can play a role for us in internet structures. As for example which value does time have? How is time spent, with which intensities, qualities...?22.02.06 15:01jeanneworksI think we all write a lot of e-mails a day, phone, sms, chat en meet with friends somewhere. But mostly they are separate activities. I am interested in ways these activities / spaces could merge.22.02.06 15:02Sandra Fauconnieri don't see them as very separate... virtual conversations have effects on meetings and vice versa22.02.06 15:04Mauricio Corbalanbut it is connected with the character of the people of the place where you are chatting...22.02.06 15:04Sandra Fauconnieri think it has to do with your relation with those people indeed, and with their personal interest in the action22.02.06 15:06Sandra Fauconnierjeanne: some projects make the virtual visual in physical space, and vice versa22.02.06 15:06Mauricio Corbalantheres a lot of romance trough messenger22.02.06 15:06Inga ZimprichLook at an issue as trust, friendship or ... efficiency...? inefficiency?22.02.06 15:06Mauricio Corbalanis a romatic technology, epistolary maybe
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22.02.06 15:33Inga ZimprichJeanne and Mauricio can call in parallel, then you can connect your wonderful brains like in this story by kurt vonnegut, which is hunting me at the moment, called slapstick, where two "monstrous" twin-children have developed an amazing intelligence when being together and in physical contactThey write a bestseller on childrens education in the course of a 5 days orgyAnd they find out that back in time gravity was shifting, thats how stonehenge was built, (at days with low gravity)henrikschrat has left the chat 22.02.06 15:3422.02.06 15:35Mauricio Corbalanorgy= educationorgy is a good model for the virtual space, and there is a lot of trust in an orgy...and uncertainty too22.02.06 15:37kimi think jeanne has an interesting point in talking about jumping back and forth between the situations, making it one in a way by doing that. i would also like to emphasize a merge of situations instead of trying to name all the differences between analog and digital. such as defining truth in virtual reality. it intrigues me to think about how i can interpret truth according to a programming language for example. take it from a different language system.22.02.06 15:39Mauricio Corbalando you believe that thruth is owned by subjects, I mean that relying on a programmed language is a delay with you r thinking?22.02.06 15:40Mauricio Corbalanyes, it seems that subject in this new virtual space is somebody hidden between technical devices22.02.06 15:41Inga ZimprichRoe: The analogy to orgy is very interesting. But see, you don't have to start by creating a (physical) relationship with everybody at a time, but you start slowly with small connections from which something bigger and more complex can emerge. I wouldn't like the idea of organizing it (maybe also true for architecture)22.02.06 15:43Mauricio Corbalanthe idea that is a collective thinking, a collective imagination that avoids subjective thinking22.02.06 15:44kimah ok, no actually i think it is not a collective imagination it offers me a way to make new interpretations22.02.06 15:45Inga ZimprichRoe: I don't understand you Mauricio: Is collective thinking different than subjective thinking? I think not. Actually quiet the opposite22.02.06 15:45Mauricio CorbalanI can agree with you roe, but the political implications of both ways of thinking are completely different
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22.02.06 16:26Inga Zimprich: I wanted to ask you, Mauricio and Jeanne and us, to choose one issue which plays an important role in our practice and write about how it could translate to virtual space / structures. I wanted to suggest: jeanne > Social Time, Roé > Presence, Mauricio > (the making of) Space (I am not so sure Mauricio, maybe you want to specify...? ) and from these points / small texts reconnect to a communication.16:38:41Mauricio Corbalan:we are trying to go beyond of what we've been doing lately that was to make experiments on connecting different people in different situations in order to try to show that something hard i easy to do... But now we are thinking in how to go beyond an develop politics of technology... to involve people and situations in an impersonal way...from experiments on connecting and taking up resources and develop a sort of politics of technology...16:38:54jeanneworks: oke  here come Social time.    With Face your world we tried to develop a multi-user environment in which you could relate to your immediate environment. This was done however in that environment at the same time. This enable the participants to use the system as a means of direct communication and acting while at the same time - move their share back and walk around and mirror direct.    This interplay between, virtual, real, mediation, mirroring, collaborative building as well direct exchange is something I consider to be important to develop more and more.  Like I said before, putting different formats is communicating on parallel levels but with the aim of concentrating on the same issue.    In this way we also develop at the moment a care network for elderly people in the country site which a combination of service dating and real meeting using story telling as means of data input with the help of a digital girl next door.    Social time is time spend together in which virtual and real get together are a constant interplay of specially designed interfaces16:39:06Inga Zimprich:    Roe: People often ask whether my work has to do with talking. It may look like it, but it is actually not at all about talking. The closer we get, the less we have to talk or make words. Reaching this moment of enjoying silence [That is not what I mean. Maybe more: Not needing to make words in order to communicate  then  it is going very very very fast / or very very very slow  which means a jump] with each other might be the most difficult through online "communication tools". Presence has something to do with Anti-communication. I wonder what happens if you use a "communication tool". Can you create this void also, transgressing the point /// This point is about: Your and my lens are close to each other, and then they overlap, it becomes one lens. no need to talk about yours or mine any more, we just see better, and I know it is because you are there. 16:39:14Inga Zimprich:     Inga: Maybe what I can say, is that I move based on trust and also based on desire. So, I can follow an idea and go where it leads me to. It can bring me to an institute, to a blue house, to other people, to take up or try out certain formats for exchanges. But in a sense I am collecting on the way certain qualities, in the body of people or thoughts, or qualities of media. With each one of you I experienced something like this. The trust for example (or attraction) with which an "agreement" between jeanne and me emerged, an interest and feeling of understanding without it being totally verbalized to mauricio and pio, between what mauricio and pio are researching and what i am interested in, the relationship of trust and exchange that i have since a long time with roe, without it needing a definition. These are let's say fragmentary values, which I encounter, and which hold a very precise quality for me, which for me are examples of valuable, possible relations between people, thoughts, concepts...  16:41:55Inga Zimprich:     Roe: What I realize (talking to Inga) I feel that in this project there is a question of translation, not translation of words, but translation as an art.16:42:31Inga Zimprich:     It's like discovering the first time, how to move in water or on mars... 16:44:57jeanneworks:     this 'agreement' as you name inga to me is the wish to embarque on a journey together knowing you inter-depend on getting there16:47:41Inga Zimprich:     I am thinking about what Jeanne writes. Not going word by word, but which image it gives me. It gives me the idea of connectivity, where an elderly  person, a technological device ("electric girl") and a story (verhaal) are equal actants / actors in an exchange, they create, facilitate an exchange. I am interested in looking at the involved partners in an exchange, as equally having characteristics  or characters. This is one level of collaboration for me... not only between people. 16:47:56Mauricio Corbalan:    I agree with you inga and jeanne... the agreemen
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PARTICIPANTS

Mauricio Corbarlàn
m7red architects buenos airesMauricio Corbalan22.02.06 14:47we need certain critical mass of thougths to begin to thinkWe are trying to go beyond of what weve been doing lately that was to make experiments on connecting different people in different situations in order to try to show that something hard i easy to do...But now we are thinking in how to go beyond an develop politics of technology... to involve people and situations in an impersonal way...from experiments on connecting and taking up resources and develop a sort of politics of technology...22.02.06 15:35Mauricio Corbalanorgy= educationorgy is a good model for the virtual space, and there is a lot of trust in an orgy...and uncertainty too22.02.06 15:40Mauricio Corbalanyes, it seems that subject in this new virtual space is somebody hidden between technical devicesMauricio Corbalan: 16:47:56    Im agree with you inga and jeanne... the agreemnet is a risk shared

Jeanne van Heeswijk
jeanneworks: 16:38:54    …    This interplay between, virtual, real, mediation, mirroring, collaborative building as well direct exchange is something I consider to be important to develop more and more.  Like said before putting different format is parallel but with the means of concentrating on the same issue.…    Social time is time spend together in which virtual and real get together are a constant interplay of special designed interfacesjeanneworks: 16:53:08    yes it is important to allow thing to develop non-linear , also in terms of progress. going back, falling still are also necessary parts of creating a collective journey -like the developing of a politics of technology.jeanneworks: 16:44:57    this 'agreement' as you name inga to me is the wish to embargue on a journey togehter knowing you interdepend on getting therejeanneworks: 16:53:08    yes it is important to allow thing to develop no-linear , also in terms of progress. going back, falling still are also neccessary part of creating a collective journey -like the developing of a politics of thechnology.

Roé Cherpac
- - -Inga Zimprich16:39:06Roe: … Presence has something to do with Anti-communication. I wonder what happens if you use a "communication tool". Can you create this void also, transgressing the point /// This point is about: Your and my lense are close to each other, and then they overlap, it becomes one lense. no need to talk about yours or mine any more, we just see better, and I know it is because you are there.- - -Inga Zimprich16:51:25Roé: When you talk about trust / when you talk about void / attractiveness / are all speaking about the same thing, this void. You can avoid the void, but then you don't go anywhere.- - -Inga Zimprich16:41:55Roe: What I realize (talking to Inga) I feel that in this project there is a question of translation, not translation of words, but translation as an art.- - -

Inga Zimprich
- - -Inga Zimprich16:39:14Inga: Maybe what I can say, is that I move based on trust and also based on desire. So, I can follow an idea and go where it leads me to. … But in a sense I am collecting on the way certain qualities, in the body of people or thoughts, or qualities of media. … These are let's say fragmentary values, which I encounter, and which hold a very precise quality for me, which for me are examples of valuable, possible relations between people, thoughts, concepts... - - -Inga Zimprich16:50:27It is easy to formalize things, out of the fear of a void, but maybe it takes a necessary void for things to come and to settle. I think this way of organizing demands a lot of strength.- - -Inga Zimprich16:51:54The agreement is a risk shared, I agree with you, Mauricio.- - -

Kim de Groot
hi i am kim, media designer, rotterdam22.02.06 15:37kimi think jeanne has an interesting point in talking about jumping back and forth between the situations, making it one in a way by doing that. i would also like to emphasize a merge of situations instead of trying to name all the differences between analog and digital. such as defining truth in virtual reality. it intrigues me to think about how i can interpret truth according to a programming language for example. take it from a different language system.What's your field of occupation?:— media designWhat's the project you're currently working on?:— Developing content- and site-specific programs involving digital media, for meetings/collaborationsWhat is your personal interest in a Thinktank? What could the Thinktank to do for you to assist you?:— My personal interest in the Thinktank project is to find out how the human characteristics such as trust, reputation or recognition can be translated into an online environment, into digits...The indexing of the basic qualities of collaboration as part of the research of the Thinktank project can help me to construct a clear framework of collaboration.What is your interest in other participants of the Thinktank? Are you looking for certain skills, collaborators, advice?:— I hope to be informed out about underexposed and interesting new aspects of collaboration that other participants have encountered in their work.More specifically I'm looking for participants that have some experience in dealing with offline collaborative practices where analog and digital tools are combined.To find collaborators would be great!

Sandra Fauconnier
Sandra (Fokky), Jan van Eyck researcher, mother :) in Rotterdam22.02.06 14:53Sandra Fauconnieri see digital tools as an extra layer - they have their own conventions and intimacy if you wantWhat's your field of occupation?:— community research, archivingWhat's the project you're currently working on?:— Designing Participation (Jan van Eyck - Ubiscribe research project)Where can I find more information about you, your work, initiative?:— http://www.spinster.be/participation What is your personal interest in a Thinktank? What could the Thinktank to do for you to assist you?:— I'm interested in the collaborative aspects of the Thinktank software and in the way cultural initiatives would like to use and implement it.What is your interest in other participants of the Thinktank? Are you looking for certain skills, collaborators, advice?:— I'm interested in meeting participants who are familiar with online collaborative processes and/or who use online collaborative tools.fokky | Wed, 2006-02-22 10:14In response to:Is formalization through rating, security, identification & profiles giving you the feeling of trust or do you simply feel under surveillance?Some extent of formalization will be unavoidable, if only because, technically, you are dealing with a database-driven online system that requires structuring and the establishment of categories of information. I'm thinking of ways to "soften" this - through visualization and good design, for example.I think it very much depends on your project's scale and goals whether you need a lot of formalization. A system with thousands of users who don't know each other and who can stay pretty anonymous, may benefit from strict rules and very formal structures (if these are obvious, well argumented, communicated in a positive and personal tone, and, if possible, if they can be discussed and changed by the community as a whole). Rules and structures may provide a basic level of security. (I know this is very much debatable... :-)Small groups of people who already know each other to some extent, may benefit from an unstructured environment. And there may be very big exceptions to this theory...Concerning the feeling of surveillance and privacy infringement ... this is a very real problem. I'm very interested in this topic for my own research, but I don't have any clear ideas about this yet. Personally, as a user, my strategy consists of creating totally new profiles and identities whenever I participate in an online collaborative environment where I feel "awkward" about displaying personal information. I think, from the system's perspective, it's important to protect users by allowing them to hide as much as they want and, at least, by hiding sensitive stuff to anonymous visitors as much as possible. But I must admit that I don't find this idea satisfactory.fokky | Wed, 2006-02-22 09:57I want to pose a controversial statement: if you are dealing with a project that requires online collaboration to some extent, then physical meetups may be a dangerous pitfall. Why? Because they are exclusive - mostly, not all members of the online network will be able to participate, so that very quickly a slippery distinction between "insiders" and "outsiders" may become apparent.Some people who, for good reasons (physical distance, financial and practical impediments) are not able to be physically present at face-to-face meetups, may be very valuable members of the community nevertheless. They may miss important information and risk to fall outside of the social animosity alltogether. The establishment of a parallel "old boys' network" of people who know each other from face-to-face contacts is a real danger.Very conscious efforts to keep everyone informed and included is a large responsibility on everyone's shoulders - not an easy task, and very time-consuming. A good online collaboration system would, ideally, aim at alleviating these distinctions and updating tasks (reporting of meeting results, offering possibilities for online social networking).The mixed situation (collaboration online and offline in alternating ways) is probably the most difficult and complex one. How to maintain a strong connection between what happens in both realms?If most collaboration and networking (must) happen(s) online, then the online collaborative space is (doomed to be?) the most important realm of interaction. Perhaps the best decision, then, could be to keep all interaction online - informal meetups as well?

Henrik Schrat
22.02.06 14:56henrikschratI don't really believe in this physical presence thing... I like to sit around with friends, but would say I do that two times a week while writing on average 50 content mails a day - that's much more importantI prefer emails or chat boards: Its to the point and cool. I hate getting phone calls....What's your field of occupation?:—  ArtistWhat's the project you're currently working on?:— Visualisation of organisationsWhat is your personal interest in a Thinktank? What could the Thinktank to do for you to assist you?:— Meetting people, finding possibly a handy tool for future projects

Huib and Bianca
advisor visual art for the government and public buildings (not as heavy as it sounds); Bianca: text writer22.02.06 14:53Think Tankvalue is gained through time dedication. The more time you invest, the more value.22.02.06 14:55Think Tankthere always needs to be a real place where you can apply the experience gained from virtual experience
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AT PUBLIC SPACE WITH A ROOF
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